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From Media Systems to Media Cultures: Reorienting Comparative Media 
Research1 
 

Abstract 

The comparative study of media systems and their relationships with political systems has 

received a substantial amount of attention in recent years, and made significant strides in 

understanding the diversity of mass communication around the world, along with its causes. 

Yet, while this systemic approach is important, it offers it offers only a partial insight into 

diversity of global media landscapes and, more generally, into the social implications of mass 

communication. To gain a fuller grasp of these implications, we need to start from the premise 

that socially significant communication extends well beyond the traditional domains of politics, 

and encompasses the mediation of basic cultural ideals and narratives, as well as the 

structuring of everyday practices and routines. These include the perceptions of private and 

public life, the understanding of the nation and its position in the world, the modes of organizing 

daily routines and everyday spaces, the historical events remembered and celebrated on a 

mass scale, and much more. To investigate these dimensions, this paper develops a 

conceptual and analytical framework that conceives of media cultures as patterns of ideas and 

practices that enable mass mediated meaning formation, and that have distinct spatial and 

temporal characteristics. These media cultures can vary on a number of dimensions, from the 

extent to which they seek to serve public or private goals, the degree to which they are open 

to transnational exchanges, to their modes of engaging with the past, present and future. This 

framework can be applied to different media and cultural forms, and in diverse political and 

cultural contexts. By way of illustration, the paper outlines how the framework can be used for 

the comparative study of (analogue) television cultures. 
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Comparative media research has advanced considerably over the previous two decades, 

evolving from a marginal preoccupation to a well-stablished subfield of media and 

communication research. As Sonia Livingstone (2012: 415) notes, the conduct of research 

within a single country can no longer be taken for granted, and has to be accompanied, at the 
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very minimum, by asking whether the findings are limited to that country or part of a wider 

transnational trend. In the process of achieving greater recognition in the field, comparative 

research has also reached a considerable level of methodological and theoretical 

sophistication, and enlarged its substantive and geographical scope. As a result, it is now 

possible to identify a significant body of comparative work across all the major sub-fields of 

communication and media research, ranging from political communication to social 

interaction, and from media policy and regulation to audience reception (for an overview see 

Esser and Hanitzsch 2012).  

 

Yet if we look more closely at which kinds of substantive questions have received the most 

attention, it is clear that existing research focuses primarily on political communication and 

news genres, and have little to say about entertainment and popular genres, and about cultural 

aspects of mediated communication more generally. These tendencies are clearly evident in 

what is presently the most influential study in the field, namely Hallin and Mancini’s (2004) 

Comparing Media Systems. In this landmark book, the authors examine eighteen countries in 

Western Europe and Northern America, focusing on news media and regulation. Although the 

choice of the term “system” implies comprehensiveness, the chosen focus effectively means 

that what are being compared are, for the most part, political communication systems, rather 

than media systems in general. The authors readily acknowledge that their analysis could be 

expanded to encompass other cultural industries, but admit that this would “involve other 

literatures and require very different sets of concepts” (Hallin and Mancini 2004: 7).  

 

Building on existing critiques of comparative media research, this paper develops a new 

theoretical and analytical framework for comparative work, one that seeks to shift attention 

from media systems to media cultures.2 The rationale for such a move is simple but far-

reaching: While the systemic approach is important, it offers only a partial insight into diversity 

of global media landscapes and, more generally, into the social effects of mass 

communication. To gain a fuller grasp of these effects, we need to start from the premise that 

socially significant communication extends well beyond the traditional domains of politics, and 

encompasses the mediation of basic cultural ideals and narratives, as well as the structuring 

of everyday practices and routines. These include the perceptions of private and public life, 

the understanding of the nation and its position in the world, the modes of organizing daily 

                                                           
2 Systemic aspects of course remain important; a comparative inquiry into media cultures cannot 
proceed without a parallel consideration of media systems, which constitute one of the major 
contextual factors that help explain why media cultures are the way they are. 
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routines and everyday spaces, the historical events remembered and celebrated on a mass 

scale, and much more. If the comparative analysis of media systems enables us to understand 

how and why different political systems shape various forms of political communication, the 

comparative analysis of media cultures can help us unpack how and why different media 

systems help reproduce or change shared beliefs and practices.   

 

The idea of focusing comparative efforts on cultural features is of course not a new one in 

media research. A significant body of existing comparative, cross-country research in the field 

deals with aspects of mass communication that concern culture. Particularly voluminous is the 

literature examining journalistic values and practices across several countries and the body of 

cross-country research on news, which focuses either on the general conventions and trends 

in news reporting, or on patterns in the coverage of particular topics such as EU affairs (e.g., 

Chalaby 1996; de Vreese et al. 2001; Esser 1999). Other media genres have received their 

share of attention too, and a sizeable comparative literature now exists on a range of forms of 

representation across different media platforms, including soap operas, reality television 

formats, and advertising (e.g., Allen 1995; Furnham and Mak 1999; Van Keulen and Krijnen 

2014). Audience habits and reception have also been examined comparatively, both from the 

perspective of the changing media environments of selected social groups, as well as with 

regard to the reception of globally successful programmes such as Dallas or The Lord of the 

Rings (e.g., Barker and Mathijs 2008; Liebes and Katz 1990; Livingstone and Bovill 2013. 

 

It is only very recently, however, that scholars interested in comparative approaches have 

begun to conceptualize these cultural aspects in a more concerted manner, and to consider 

the best ways of comparing them (e.g., Couldry and Hepp 2012; Hanitzsch 2007). Several 

useful theoretical and methodological suggestions have been put forward, but so far have 

neither coalesced into a shared approach, nor given rise to a firm understanding of what 

comparing media cultures actually involves.  This paper builds on these recent efforts to 

develop a more fully-fledged conceptual and analytical framework for comparing media 

cultures. The first part develops a definition of media culture, understood as distinctive patterns 

of ideas and practices tied to specific forms of mass mediated communication, which shape 

processes of meaning-formation across instances of production, reception and use. This is 

followed by a discussion of selected dimensions of variation among media cultures, with a 

focus on (pre-digital) television. Four such dimensions are considered: publicness, privacy, 

temporal orientation, and secularization. The paper concludes by discussing two major 
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methodological obstacles facing comparative media culture research: the danger of 

methodological nationalism and the challenge of combining cross-country comparison with 

researching change over time.  

 

Defining Media Culture 

 

A closer look at recent literature on media cultures reveals that the field of comparative media 

culture research – if indeed it can be called a field at this point – lacks a shared understanding 

of what such work should focus on. In that sense, the current state of comparative media 

cultures research is similar to the one described by Blumler and Gurevitch (1995: 75) half a 

century ago in relation to comparative political communication research: “It is not merely that 

few political communication studies have yet been mounted with a comparative focus. More 

to the point, there is neither a settled view of what such studies should be concerned with, nor 

even a firmly crystallized set of alternative options for research between which scholars of 

diverse philosophic persuasions could choose from.” Although the volume of existing 

comparative research on media cultures is significantly larger than the volume of comparative 

work in political communication at the time Blumler and Gurevich wrote their book, a shared 

sense of what such work should examine, and of the different methodological and theoretical 

approaches available, is still lacking. 

 

The first question we need to address, then, is one of definition: what do we mean by media 

culture? Two broad approaches can be identified in the existing literature, which differ in the 

way they conceive of the relationship between media and culture: one sees culture as either 

internal to, or in large part determined by the media, while the other approaches culture as an 

external force that influences the media. In the first group we find studies that understand 

culture as shaped by a specific mode of mediated cultural transmission; in this sense, we can 

talk of “television culture”, “news culture”, “journalistic culture”, “reality TV culture”, “fan 

culture”, or simply, in generic terms, “media culture”. A shared trait of these studies is that they 

think of media culture as a complex of practices and/or ideas (meanings, discourses etc.) that 

is tied either to a distinct media genre, or to a distinct mass medium, or to modern mass 

communication media in general. For instance, Thomas Hanitzsch (2007: 369) understands 

“journalism culture” as “a particular set of ideas and practices by which journalists legitimate 

their role in society and render their work meaningful”. In this sense, journalism culture is a 

form of culture linked to a particular media genre, namely news. Couldry and Hepp’s (2012: 
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253—256) discussion of media culture follows a similar logic, albeit at a more general level. 

They define “media culture” as “any culture whose primary resources of meaning are mediated 

or provided by technologies of media communication”, and then go on to conceptualize such 

culture as “a thickening of classificatory systems and discursive formations on which the 

production of meaning in everyday practice draws”. In this case, media culture is simply any 

form of mass mediated culture. A closely similar conception of media culture emerges from 

the work of social theorists such as Douglas Kellner (1995) and Nick Stevenson (2002, both 

of whom use the term to refer to culture that is transmitted through, and hence in some 

fundamental way shaped by, modern means of mass communication.  

 

A very different notion of culture is found in comparative work on cross-cultural 

communication, where culture – often termed communication culture or cultural 

communication – refers to communication practices, patterns or codes that are unique to 

particular cultural groups (Gudykunst and Mody 2002; Kim 2012; Ting-Toomey and Chung 

2012). While also conceived as a complex of practices and/or ideas, communication culture 

is not tied to a particular medium or genre, but to specific cultural groups, typically defined in 

ethnic or national terms. Even though such work can occasionally investigate the shared 

cultural meanings engendered by a particular medium or genre regardless of context, the main 

emphasis is on divergent features that arise from the production or consumption of this 

medium or genre among different cultural groups. To put it differently, communication cultures 

exist relatively independently from the mass media, are seen as rooted in cultural traditions 

established over time, and as in large part dependent on modes of interpersonal 

communication that do not necessarily require media technologies. Understanding the 

relationship between media and culture in this way implies that the diversity of media cultures 

can be explained solely or primarily with reference to cultural or civilizational differences. Such 

an approach runs the risk of essentializing culture, and does not offer sufficient breath for the 

kind of comparative analysis proposed here.  This is not to say that cultural differences should 

be ignored; media cultures certainly differ depending on a range of cultural factors, including 

religious and ethno-cultural traditions. Yet, such cultural differences are not all that matters; 

they operate alongside political, economic, and socio-demographic factors, and hence 

constituted only one piece of a much larger puzzle.  

   

The understanding of culture adopted in this paper therefore belongs to the first category: the 

focus is on media cultures, understood as patterns of ideas and practices tied to specific forms 
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of mass mediated communication, which shape processes of meaning-formation across 

instances of production, reception and use. More precisely, this paper focuses on television 

culture, that is, the distinct patterns of ideas and practices linked to television.  

 

Having clarified what we mean by media culture, it is now time to consider how we can 

examine it empirically. Which of the many patterns of ideas or practices should we focus on 

in order to ensure both a measure of commonality and hence comparability, and sufficient 

variety and hence differentiation? One solution, particularly common in existing comparative 

work on media culture, involves finding a shared theme or object at the level of media texts, 

such as a theme or feature appearing in news coverage internationally, or a media format or 

programme adopted globally (e.g., Allen 1995; de Vreese et al. 2001; Esser 1999; Furnham 

and Mak 1999; Liebes and Katz 1990; van Keulen and Krijnen 2014). Another popular 

approach focuses on practices or values across different social groups involved in mass 

mediated communication, such as foreign correspondents, or audiences (e.g., Hannerz 2004; 

Livingstone and Bovill 2013). Both of these approaches have their distinct advantages, but 

they offer only a partial insight into the diversity of media cultures. To start with, they often 

result in work that fragments the process of communication into moments of production, texts 

and reception and use, and focuses on one of them. At the same time, the emphasis on 

themes and groups also tends to detract attention from the medium or form of communication 

itself, and the particular ways in which it shapes the whole process of meaning-making from 

production to reception and use.  

 

The analytical framework developed in this paper builds on these established methods of 

comparing media cultures, but embeds them in an approach that also pays attention to how 

they interact with the inherent qualities of the medium. To paraphrase Marshall McLuhan 

(1994), the investigation of the messages conveyed in media “content” is complemented by 

the study of the medium itself as a message, and of the way it embeds itself both in the content 

of communication and in the particular practices and perceptions shared among producers or 

audiences. In practical terms this means that the analysis of television cultures should cover 

the televised representations of particular themes and events, the practices and preferences 

of audiences, and the views of television professionals and political elites, but ties them to a 

consideration of the specific affordances ingrained in television technology and infrastructure.  
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Attempts to link different communication technologies to the characteristic features of societies 

and cultures using them have a long history. An early example is found in the distinction 

between space-biased and time-biased media developed by the Canadian political economist 

Harold Innis (2007, 2008). According to Innis, communication technologies dominant before 

the rise of print, such as parchment or clay tablets, were time-biased: they were hardy and 

durable and hence easily weathered the passage of time, but they also proved difficult to 

replicate and were therefore resistant to dissemination over space. As such, they were 

conducive to forms of governance that operated on spatially delimited territories and were 

reliant on the reproduction of tradition over time, and were typically associated with societies 

and cultures that were relatively conservative and stable. In contrast, modern communication 

technologies such as print, radio and television are space-biased: they are ephemeral and 

perishable and hence less well suited for the transmission of messages over time, but at the 

same time, they are also light and easily transportable or replicable, and therefore have the 

capacity to reach large audiences over long distances. As such, they tend to facilitate the 

extension of control and authority across space, have an elective affinity with secular forms of 

governance that are less dependent on the maintenance of continuity over time, and are 

typically found in societies and cultures prone to social change.  

 

Approaches that, like Innis’s, focus on the significance of the medium of communication rather 

than its content, have been adopted by a range of other authors. Marshall McLuhan, Jack 

Goody, Ian Watt and Walter Ong, among others, have focused on the shift from oral to written 

communication, arguing that the introduction of literacy affected social organisation and 

stimulated the rise of a different mode of consciousness as well as a new conception of the 

individual (Goody and Watt 1963; McLuhan 1994; Ong 1982). In a related manner, Elizabeth 

Eisenstein (1979) examined the consequences of print technology, showing its involvement 

in the growth of modern science, nationalism and the rise of Protestant Reformation.  

 

Existing theories of broadcasting and television, too, tie the distinctive qualities of the medium 

to its technological characteristics, and examine their affinities with broader social and cultural 

processes. As even a cursory look at the titles of some of the classic writings in the field attests 

– from Joshua Meyrowitz’s No Sense of Place (1985) and Roger Silverstone’s Television and 

Everyday Life (1994) to Paddy Scannell’s Television and the Meaning of Live (2013) – 

television is often seen as a medium defined by its distinct relationship to space and time: its 

liveness, its ability to cross vast distances in the blink of an eye, and its close association with 
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domestic, everyday life. These ways of relating to time and space are, these authors suggest, 

enabled by the affordances of (classic, pre-digital) broadcast technology, and have an impact 

on the way individuals and societies relate to space and time. 

 

General discussions of modern means of mass communication likewise pay attention to the 

affordances of new communication technologies, and typically see them as instrumental in the 

restructuring of human relationships to time and space, and thereby in fostering the particular 

temporal and spatial orders characteristic of modern societies (e.g., Morley 2007; Thompson 

1995). Most recently, such general arguments about the social consequences of the modern 

media of communication have been rejuvenated by the fast-growing literature on 

“mediatization”, which likewise seeks to capture the interrelationships between media change 

on the one hand and social and cultural change on the other (e.g., Couldry and Hepp 2013, 

Deacon and Stanyer 2015, Hepp et al. 2015, Mazzoleni and Schultz 1999).  

 

This body of work, and especially the writings on television and the modern media, contributes 

to the analysis developed in this paper. Yet the analysis also departs from this literature in 

fundamental ways.  By and large, writers from Innis and McLuhan, Scannell and Meyrowitz, 

to Hepp and Couldry tend to foreground the universal characteristics of a particular medium 

(or modern media in general), and pay limited consideration to how these traits may vary with 

respect to social and historical context. The only context-dependent variation that does receive 

substantial recognition is the one arising from audience reception and use; in this sense, for 

instance, several scholars have shown that the spatial and temporal qualities of 

communication technologies do not have the capacity to fully determine the social uses of 

space and time. Instead, the analysis also has to take into account the role of human agency 

and the ways in which the experience of space in time is formed through media use, a process 

potentially affected by other, alternative modes of temporality and spatiality.3 The framework 

developed in this paper acknowledges the variations arising from individual media use, but 

also goes a step further, and offers a framework for analysing how and why the general 

aspects characteristic of television vary with social, cultural and political context, thereby 

producing distinct varieties of television culture.  

 

                                                           
3 For a sample of literature examining the temporality of media use alongside the inherent temporal 
qualities of communication technologies see Green (2002); Hörning and Gerhard (1999); Keightley 
(2013); Nansen et al. (2009). A similar shift from the study of the inherent traits of communication 
technology to the examination of use has occurred in relation to the spatial qualities of the media.    
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Dimensions of Variation 

 

To develop a comparative framework aligned with the understanding of media and television 

cultures outlined above, we first need to identify the key dimensions of variation. By way of 

illustration, the pages that follow discuss four such dimensions, and examine them from the 

perspective of their relevance to the analysis of television cultures: publicness, privacy, 

temporal orientation, and secularization.4  

 

Publicness: Public Sphere and Public Mission 

The first dimension of variation concerns television’s openness to the public realm, which 

arises from its ability to bring public life into the private lives of millions of citizens. It may be 

tempting to limit the analysis of television’s publicness primarily from the perspective of the 

public sphere, as theorised by Habermas (1989). In this sense, we can examine the extent to 

which television enables debate that is independent both from the imperatives of the market 

and from the encroachments of the state. Yet, as both historical and contemporary debates 

surrounding public broadcasting remind us, the public remit of television cannot be restricted 

to its exposure of those in power to public scrutiny. It also encompasses television’s capacity 

to provide access to a range of shared, and hence public, goods: typically, information, 

education, culture, and entertainment (e.g., Blumler 1992; Bourdon 2011; Tracey 1998). 

Paddy Scannell’s (1996: 165-172) discussion of publicness in relation to broadcasting offers 

a good example of this duality. On the one hand, he sees publicness as “that which is not 

concealed, not hidden, not covered up, not covered over … in short, not secret”, but he also 

contends that publicness is linked to “the availability of things as common, public things”. The 

latter can of course encompass the former: television’s ability to make things visible to 

everyone, and hence open to public scrutiny, can be conceived as a part of its public mission, 

and hence as one of the public goods it needs to deliver. Nonetheless, in and of itself, 

television’s contribution to visibility and public critique does not exhaust its public remit – which 

means that television can be seen as in some sense “public” even if it does not fulfil its 

watchdog role.   

 

To capture the full scope of television’s relationship with the public realm, it is therefore 

important to distinguish between two dimensions of television’s publicness: the public sphere 

and the public mission. Both of these need to be taken into account when developing a 
                                                           
4 This is a very selective list. For a consideration of other dimensions – including gender, 
extraordinary temporality, and transnationalism – see Anonymised (forthcoming). 
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comparative assessment of TV cultures. With regards to the public sphere, we can 

differentiate between television cultures depending on the extent to which they enable the 

public scrutiny of power. In other words, the extent to which they give voice to opinions contrary 

to, or critical of, those promoted by the ruling elite or official policies, or reveal information that 

sheds critical light on officially promoted practices or views. Further, more detailed, criteria can 

be added here, derived from the different normative conceptions of the public sphere beyond 

the one developed by Habermas (e.g. Ferree et al. 2002; Butler Breese 2011; Downey et al. 

2012). It is also important to add that the examination of the public sphere dimension of 

publicness need not be limited solely to news or current affairs programmes; following the 

notion of the “cultural public sphere” we can trace different degrees of publicness in 

educational, entertainment as well as fictional programming (e.g., McGuigan 2005).  

 

With regard to the second dimension of television’s publicness, namely public mission, we can 

compare different television cultures depending on their definition of the medium’s public remit. 

As Jérôme Bourdon (2011: 26-34) argues, the notion of public broadcasting often emerged as 

a vaguely defined ideal, and even when it was specified more precisely, the exact formulation 

and the relative emphasis put on different aspects of public mission could vary considerably. 

To mention but one example: the rationale for public broadcasting in France, as formulated in 

a document issued in 1964, echoed the trio of functions familiar from British public 

broadcasting – to inform, to educate, to entertain – but also added a fourth one, culture, and 

listed it before education and entertainment (Bourdon 2011: 33). This suggests that we can 

differentiate between television cultures depending on how they articulate their public mission, 

and specifically depending on the emphasis they put on different public functions. Such a 

comparison has the potential to bring many surprises to our conventional understanding of the 

public remit of broadcasting, and highlight surprising similarities between the traditions of 

public broadcasting that evolved in the West, and those that emerged under totalitarian rule 

(Anonymized, Forthcoming).  

 

Privacy: Domestication and Privatization   

The second dimension of variation captures television’s involvement with the other side of the 

dichotomy, namely privacy. Arguably, television’s connection with privacy is inseparable from 

its link with the public realm. As noted earlier, television’s publicness is predicated on the 

ability of the medium to bring public life into private lives, a characteristic that also makes 

physical travel into the outside world unnecessary, thereby enabling TV viewers, as Shaun 
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Moores (2000: 96) puts it, to combine “staying at home” and “going places”. The hybrid nature 

of television, as a medium at once private and public, is captured also in Raymond Williams’s 

(2007: 19-22) discussion of “mobile privatization”, which was coined to describe a situation in 

which humans, while living in a world of unprecedented mobility, increasingly function in self-

enclosed family units, removed from places of work and government. This particular condition, 

argued Williams, created a need for new kinds of communication, capable of bringing news or 

entertainment from otherwise inaccessible sources into private homes – a need fulfilled first 

by radio, then by television. 

 

As with publicness, two sub-dimensions of television’s privacy should be considered. The first 

of these is domestication, which refers to the extent and modes of adoption of television as a 

domestic medium, viewed primarily in the context of one’s home. The second is privatization, 

which denotes the extent to which television’s programming focuses on private life, mimics 

intimate modes of communication when addressing the audience, or otherwise becomes 

adapted to the domestic context of reception. These two sides of television’s involvement with 

the private are tied to what are considered to be some of the key distinguishing features of 

(analogue) television: on the one hand, the fact that it is intended primarily for viewing in a 

domestic environment, and hence becomes closely intertwined with domestic and family life, 

and, on the other hand, its propensity for intimate modes of address, for programmes 

dedicated to private life, and for genre conventions designed to fit with domestic rhythms 

(Chambers 2016; Silverstone 1994; Spigel 1992). The viewing context and the aspects of TV 

form and content are of course closely related: in many respects, the tendency to privacy and 

intimacy in television programming emerged in direct response to its domestic viewing context. 

John Corner (2000: 16) called this television’s “domestic aesthetic” and argued that television 

developed an “institutional persona” in which “home-friendly attributes” are key. Of course, 

many of the “privatized” features of content and form are discernible also in radio 

programming, but they have arguably become exacerbated in the context of television, due to 

its visual nature (cf. Meyrowitz 1985: 100).  

 

Television’s propensity to be viewed in a domestic setting, its inclination towards narratives of 

private life, and intimate modes of address do not mean that the medium’s engagement with 

privacy has taken the same form everywhere. Rather, the processes of domestication and 

privatization of television assumes different shapes depending on the normative, political, 

economic context. In state socialist countries of Eastern Europe, for instance, privacy held a 
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rather uncomfortable position; according to the communist vision of progress, the need for 

privacy was a by-product of the inequality and alienation generated by capitalism, and hardly 

something worth protecting (Anonymised 2016). Though official attitudes to privacy changed 

significantly during the last decades of state socialism, a measure of suspicion persisted, at 

least in so far as private matters were seen as a threat to citizen investment in public life. It is 

feasible to expect that television’s engagement with privacy reflected these suspicions and 

that as a consequence, state socialist television cultures were, by and large, less “privatized” 

and “domesticated” than their counterparts in the West, or at last that privatization and 

domestication took a different shape, aligned with the pronounced public thrust of the 

communist project.  

 

Temporal Orientation  

Another dimension worth considering in the comparative study of television cultures concerns 

temporal orientation, understood as the mode of engagement with the passage of time, and 

specifically the extent to which a particular television culture is oriented towards the past, 

present, or future. Television of course has, along with radio, a privileged bond with the 

present; what distinguishes broadcasting from older media is its ability to make events, 

programmes and experiences available to dispersed audiences in the blink of an eye, and 

thereby engender a shared, live connection with the unfolding present.5 The wider cultural and 

social effects of this particular bond with the present, enabled by broadcasting, form part and 

parcel of a broader reconfiguration that affects not only human engagement with time, but also 

with space: by virtue of its ability to transmit messages over distance at maximum speed, in 

fact virtually instantaneously, broadcasting enables people to experience the flow of events 

and time together, yet without being co-present in the same space. From this point of view, 

television and radio can be seen as involved in a longer process that has been variously 

conceptualised in terms of the “speeding up” of time, “time-space compression” and the 

“separation of time and space”, and associated either with (late) modernity or with post-

modernity (Giddens 1990; Harvey 1989). This process has been shown to be intimately bound 

up with successive inventions in modern technologies of communication, and has arguably 

reached a new stage with the advent of digital and mobile media (Rosa 2013; Thompson 1995: 

31-37; Tomlinson 2007: 94—193). 

 

                                                           
5 This bond with the present, and the associated “liveness” and “dailiness” of broadcasting have been 
discussed particularly extensively by Paddy Scannell (1996; 2013). Other important discussions on 
the issue include Bourdon (2000); Ellis (1982, 2000); Marriott (2007).    
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For several authors, television’s live bond with the present effectively renders the medium 

timeless. In effect, television operates in what Fredric Jameson (1985: 125) has called the 

“perpetual present,” which he associates with “the disappearance of a sense of history”, the 

loss of capacity to retain one’s own past, and the obliteration of traditions characteristic of late 

capitalist postmodernity.6 It would be wrong, however, to assume that television’s tie with the 

present eliminates its engagement with the past and the future altogether. Rather, this 

engagement is folded into the present, and adapted to fit with the medium’s present-centred 

character. Television dramas, films and even reality TV shows often take viewers on a virtual 

journey into the past, real or imagined, or invite them to imagine the future. Historical serial 

fiction, in particular, has been shown to exploit the distinct affordances of television, such as 

its visual nature and the intimate bond with viewers’ everyday lives, to encourage a personal, 

emotionally involved engagement with the past (Creeber 2001). Major festive occasions 

celebrated through the small screen, including some of the major “media events” that 

punctuate the broadcast year, serve as reminders of major historical events, and rely for their 

effectiveness on television’s ability to establish a live connection with the passage of time as 

it unfolds (Dayan and Katz 1992). News broadcasts, too, employ historical analogies as a 

means of interpreting the present, or incorporate speculations about the future effects of a 

particular course of events (e.g., Edgerton and Rollins 2001: 230—243, 207—299).  

 

This coexistence of different temporal planes within the same medium also means that despite 

television’s fundamental temporal orientation to the present, television cultures differ in the 

mode and extent to which they engage with the past and the future, and the level of such 

engagement over time. Systematic comparative research that investigates such differences 

and changes is in its infancy, but existing studies suggest that this dimension of variation offers 

a promising venue for comparative work. For instance, a longitudinal analysis of US print news 

between 1894 and 1994 showed that the proportion of articles including references to the past 

or the future, as opposed to the present, increased considerably over time (Barnhurst and 

Mutz (1997), while another study has shown that print news more often refer to future events, 

in contrast to online news which are more commonly oriented to recent past events 

(Tenenboim-Weinblatt and Neiger 2015). A similar approach can be applied to a variety of 

other media genres, including fiction, and it is also possible to analyse the different 

articulations of television’s temporal orientation across a range of aspects that involve 

production and reception.  
                                                           
6 For an example of theorizing that links television’s temporality to the perpetual present see Hoskins 
(2001).  
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Secularization 

Another useful dimension of comparison is the degree of secularization, understood here as 

the extent to which a television culture helps reproduce ideas and practices of religious origin 

– beliefs in supernatural powers, narratives based on sacred texts, or religious rituals such as 

prayers and annual religious festivities. The choice of secularization as a key dimension of 

comparison between television cultures may come as a surprise. The relationship between 

the media and religion is at best a marginal concern in existing comparative media research, 

and when it appears, it is bundled together with the discussion of the relationship between 

media and politics.7  

 

Yet as recent research shows, religion continues to have a notable presence in media cultures 

globally. Even the media in the West are not as devoid of religion as one may think: by and 

large, mainstream media still observe religious festivities, report on religious developments, 

and produce religious content, while beliefs in transcendental powers continue to play an 

important role in popular culture, especially fictional genres. Several authors have examined 

religious television and the phenomenon of TV evangelism in the United States, as well as the 

many ways in which religious institutions and audiences have responded to and appropriated 

modern media technologies for their own purposes (e.g., Abelman and Hoover 1990; Hoover 

and Schofield Clark 2002; Sa Martino 2013), while others have investigated the persistence 

of religious themes, narratives and beliefs across different media genres (e.g. Hoover 1998; 

Knott et al. 2013). The importance of religion for understanding contemporary television and 

media cultures becomes even more obvious when we broaden our comparative scope beyond 

the West.  In many countries of the Middle East, as well as in Malaysia and parts of Latin 

America, religion forms a prominent feature of media cultures, including television cultures, 

and religious institutions often have considerable influence over mass mediated content (e.g. 

Lewis et al. 2016: 157-195). 

 

The extent of secularization clearly constitutes an important dimension of comparison when 

looking at television cultures globally. In some cases, modern means of mass communication 

are successfully mobilized by religious organisations, old and new, to advance their cause; in 

other cases, they can help diminish the relative influence of institutionalized religion while still 

                                                           
7 Hallin and Mancini (2004: 263—267) talk of secularization in semi-metaphorical terms, as a process 
that encompasses not only the decline of religious institutions and beliefs, but also the decline of 
institutions and beliefs tied to ideological “faiths”, including political parties and trade unions. 
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sustaining a degree of diffuse religiosity, spirituality, and observance of religious traditions 

among the population. Several aspects of television culture can be considered when 

estimating the extent of secularization. The first, and perhaps most obvious, is the amount of 

explicitly religious programming, but also the extent to which such programming privileges 

some forms of religion over others, and either sustains or challenges existing religious beliefs 

and belonging. The second option involves tracing the more diffuse forms of religion, including 

references to the sacred, narratives based on sacred texts or beliefs in supernatural forces, 

across a range of otherwise “secular” genres, from news to fiction, as well as in the context of 

audience reception. Finally, religion also intervenes in the temporal arrangements of TV 

broadcasting, in relation to routine daily and weekly scheduling as well as television’s 

involvement in creating a sense of extraordinary, festive occasions.  

 

The Challenges of Methodological Nationalism and Studying Change Over Time 

 

Apart from practical challenge of collating reasonably comparable empirical materials, 

comparative research on media cultures has to contend with two challenges of a more general, 

epistemological nature, namely methodological nationalism and the difficulties of combining 

cross-country comparison with an account of changes over time. What follows is a brief outline 

the nature of each of these obstacles, and some suggestions for how to overcome them. 

 

Methodological nationalism, rooted in the assumption that media cultures coincide with 

national cultures as well as with state borders, constitutes a widespread and problematic 

aspect of media research. Following this logic, comparative work is often conceived as 

involving comparisons between national media systems or national media cultures.8 By 

contrast, the framework developed here does not see television cultures as unequivocally 

“national”: even though it recognises that TV cultures are largely tied to particular states and 

corresponding broadcasting systems, it assumes that they coincide neither with state borders 

nor with national boundaries. Television was a border-crossing medium from its inception, and 

even though it was often mobilized for the purpose of state- and nation-building, it 

simultaneously fostered transnational integration, for instance through organisational and 

technological infrastructure, through programme exchange, through transnational TV events, 

through fictional narratives of a shared history, or through cross-border viewing. Indeed, 

already well before the rise of satellite television, one could find plenty of evidence of ‘hybrid’ 

                                                           
8 For a critique see Livingstone (2003); Hardy (2012).  
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television cultures tied to multiple states and systems, most obviously in border areas where 

audiences routinely tuned into broadcasts originating from two or more countries. 

 

The transnational plane can also emerge in the analysis of factors that help explain the 

diversity of television cultures. The trajectories of television cultures linked to different 

countries and broadcasting systems are typically closely intertwined, and mutually 

constitutive. These cross-border entanglements take many forms, ranging from shared 

histories of infrastructure, cross-border viewing and personnel and programme exchanges to 

the mimicking of organisational and legal solutions. Failing to attend to these transnational 

entanglements can give rise to what is known as Galton’s problem, namely mistaking the 

results of transnational borrowing for an outcome of purely domestic factors (Hanitzsch and 

Esser 2012: 503). To avoid this problem, it is important to pay attention to contextual factors 

that go beyond the framework of a single state, and consider how particular traits of television 

cultures may have been shaped by the transnational orientation of a particular broadcasting 

system, including its incorporation into international broadcast infrastructures and openness 

to cross-border signals.  That said, we should also acknowledge that television cultures are 

frequently treated by their key actors – policy makers, producers, audiences – as national, and 

often become more homogeneous as a result of nation-building efforts. Avoiding the challenge 

of methodological nationalism therefore does not mean denying a measure of national 

homogeneity altogether; rather, it requires us to avoid assuming that such homogeneity is 

given, uncontested or permanent, or that it precludes transnational ties and similarities.   

 

The second methodological challenge encountered in the comparative analysis of media 

cultures arises in cases where comparative analysis is combined with an account of change 

over time. In the vast majority of existing empirical comparative work in the field, this challenge 

is absent, as the analysis is typically limited to a short span of time. Yet, if we are to advance 

the field of comparative media cultures research, the analysis will need to adopt a deeper 

historical perspective as well. This will mean that the analysis will effectively need to oscillate 

between cross-country comparison and longitudinal analysis. Such a combination of 

synchronic and diachronic comparison is not without its challenges. As Winifred Schultz (2014: 

66-67) notes in his discussion of longitudinal designs in political communication research, 

relationships between changing political institutions on the one hand, and changing forms of 

communication on the other, defy a neat distinction between independent and dependent 

variables required by standard models of social science research. Apart from complicating a 
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neat causal account, the introduction of diachronic comparison can also risk undermining the 

credibility of synchronous comparisons. As Werner and Zimmermann (2006) argue in their 

critique of comparative history, delving too deeply into the analysis of historical processes may 

make it difficult to justify why, in the comparative analysis, one aspect of the historical process 

is chosen over another.  

 

Nonetheless, the benefits of combining the two planes of analysis are too great to be jettisoned 

solely on the basis of such obstacles. Quite the contrary: a more complex account of causality, 

which defies a neat separation of causes and consequences, and challenges attempts to fit 

the reality of communication into static typologies, are precisely the reasons for why 

longitudinal comparison should become more widely adopted among communication 

scholars. Another benefit brought by combining synchronic and diachronic planes of analysis 

is that this increases the scope of comparison. In addition to comparisons between countries, 

the longitudinal span opens up opportunities for several within-case comparisons over time, 

which make it possible to explore the relationship between context and outcome not only by 

looking at how they co-vary across cases, but also longitudinally. In technical jargon, the 

addition of historical comparison multiplies the opportunities to test a hypothesis about a 

causal relationship, and thereby increases the N within what may initially seem like a single 

case (Collier 1993: 115).  

 

Conclusions: Towards Comparing Hybrid Media Cultures 

 

The analytical framework outlined in this paper has been developed primarily with the view of 

comparing television cultures in the pre-digital era. Nonetheless, the framework has more 

general applicability. This is most obvious in the case or television’s elder broadcast sibling, 

radio, which in many ways provided a template for the development of television both in terms 

of its institutional development and with respect to its cultural forms and audience uses. But 

other media cultures, too – from those associated with film and print publications to those 

linked to mobile and digital media – can also be analysed and compared along the same 

dimensions of variation as television.  

 

The current digital and mobile media environment offers a particularly interesting testing 

ground for the proposed framework. Internet penetration has been increasing rapidly around 

the world, along with video-on-demand services and the use of screen devices capable of 
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transmitting television content, from smart phones to tablets. These changes have certainly 

dislodged traditional modes of television viewing, and opened up opportunities for consuming 

television content in a variety of public and private contexts, and at different times. In this 

sense, as Milly Buonnano (2008: 69) argued, television viewing has become more like reading 

a book: people can watch it whenever and wherever they want. Yet the extent to which media 

cultures have changed as a result of these technological changes, or indeed seen a decisive 

shift from television to other types of digitally mediated content, varies considerably both within 

and across countries. As Tania Lewis, Frank Martin and Wanning Sun (2016: 3) point out in 

their study of television in Asia, narratives centred on the West often present television as “a 

heritage form”, but in many countries of South and East Asia the medium remains “the most 

powerful and ubiquitous media form”. Even in the West, television viewing time has continued 

to increase in the new millennium despite the parallel proliferation of digital and mobile media 

use (Donders et al. 2016: 51).    

 

It is possible, of course, that the demise of television – and especially traditional television 

viewing – is only a matter of time, not least because surveys among younger generations 

frequently highlight their eagerness to embrace new technological developments and abandon 

traditional television viewing – or even television as such – to a greater extent than older 

generations. Yet it is still early to ascertain with certainty whether these patterns among youth 

are an effect of generation or age: will the young “digital natives” or even “mobile natives” of 

today retain their media habits in the future, as they progress through the life cycle, move into 

a separate household, or establish a family? There are also clear signs that television is 

adapting fast, and rather successfully, to the new environment, both by exploiting the new 

opportunities opened by digital technologies, and by capitalising on its established strengths, 

including its audio-visual nature and its ability to broadcast events live to large and dispersed 

audiences. In the realm of television entertainment, content produced by traditional 

broadcasters still plays an important role, but is often reaching audiences in video-on-demand 

form, either through catch-up TV services offered by broadcasters themselves or, increasingly 

so, via subscription-based providers (Lotz 2014; Robinson 2017). In the context of political 

communication, the televised coverage of elections as well as televised presidential candidate 

debates retain their position as key reference points in the communicative landscape, even 

though their significance cannot be understood without attending to the many forms of on-line 

communication that evolve in parallel through the “second screen” (Vaccari et al. 2015).  

Increasingly, then, television cannot be confined to the “box in the corner”, but operates as a 
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“non-site-specific medium” that spreads across a range of devices and platforms from the 

traditional TV set to mobile phones and tablets (Bennett and Strange 2011).    

 

In this sense, what we are witnessing is perhaps not so much a wholesale transition from 

television cultures to digital cultures, but rather the rise of a new kind of “hybrid” media cultures, 

which combine elements of both traditional, analogue broadcasting, and the newer digital and 

mobile technologies. By analogy with the hybrid media system as theorised by Andy Chadwick 

(2017), the hybrid media culture arises from the competition and conflict between different 

media logics, and is characterised patterns of ideas and practice that are informed by both. 

For instance, while the accessibility of television content via a variety of screens has 

contributed to a partial “de-domestication” of television viewing, the association between 

television and the safety and comfort of the home environment seems to persist at least for 

some viewers (Tsekleves et al. 2011). Likewise, although the temporal arrangements of 

everyday television viewing have certainly changed as a result of technologies that allow 

audiences to customise their viewing rhythms depending on their own preferences and 

schedules, the traditional mode of viewing of broadcast content according to a pre-scheduled 

flow retains its attractions as well (Gentikow 2010). Another example of hybridisation is 

provided by the seemingly endless opportunities for re-broadcasting, adaptation and 

reassembly of television content on-line – a trend reliant on the capacity of the internet to serve 

as a quasi-archive, with important consequences for the temporal orientation of contemporary 

media cultures (Ernst 2012; Garde-Hansen et al. 2009). More importantly, even if this hybrid 

media culture is merely transitory in nature and will eventually give way to a world of more fully 

fledged digital media cultures in which the notion of television becomes obsolete, the same 

questions will apply about the embeddedness of new communication devices in everyday life, 

the provenance of content accessible through them, and ultimately their impact on shared 

beliefs and practices. The dimensions of comparison introduced in this article should therefore 

retain their relevance for the comparative analysis of media cultures globally, regardless of 

technological infrastructure.  
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